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PROPELLER FATIGUE By Luther D. Sunderland (EAA 5477) Editor - T-18 Newsletter P. O. Box 5000 Binghampton, New York 13902 AIRPLANE PROPELLERS are rather shaky devices. That is, they all vibrate while in motion. Vibration increases the stresses in a propeller and, if the level is high enough, it can cause serious trouble. Wood has the desirable characteristic that it tends to dampen vibration. Its high internal friction absorbs energy making it a poor quality spring. For this reason, wooden propellers generally do not suffer from fatigue due to vibration. On the other hand, propellers made of aluminum alloy have low internal friction damping and every one must be carefully designed to prevent severe vibration at rotational speeds where the engine will operate a significant percentage of the time. Metal has a very high strength compared to wood, but it will not tolerate being repeatedly loaded to high stress levels. It effectively gets "tired" and "wears out" after a certain predictable number of cyclic load applications and will eventually break. so



fatigue limit is exceeded, metal lite is being used up. Virtually all metal propellers exceed the fatigue limit when they are caused to vibrate at certain resonant frequencies. So, the name of the game is to avoid engine operation at rpms which excite propeller resonances and thus maintain propeller stresses below the allowable level. One distressing problem is the fact that there may be no physical evidence of the amount of life remaining in a propeller. When as much as 90 percent of a blade's life has been used up, it has been shown to be impossible to detect any abnormality with the best available inspection techniques. For this reason, when obtaining a metal propeller, it is wise to start with a new one of known condition. Much has been written about detecting metal fatigue through inspection for cracks. This should not give the false impression that the absence of cracks indicates that there is a large amount of life remaining in a propeller. It could fail on the very next flight. Wood, however, does not have this wear out characteristic. WHY USE METAL



If wood is such a good material for propellers, why should anyone ever make them from aluminum alloy? They shouldn't — except for applications where performance is important. And then there are the applications where wooden propellers haven't been able to hold
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Design and Build Your Own Propeller - Size 

Y may give slightly better high speed and cruising per- formance and would ... rect Shape", gives details on plotting the center of gravity curve, if it is desired to ...
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Notes on Propeller Pitch Angles - Size 

20QQ RP M -6D MPH DR E5DO HPM - 3B. riPH. ?DQQRPM-95MPH cm 2500 RP.M - BD ... This system can be utilized in a manner shown in the sketch by fas-.
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FATIGUE 

L'idÃ©al est de dormir au moins huit heures chaque nuit. Si ce n'est pas toujours possible, il faut ajuster le rythme circadien afin de synchroniser l'horloge interne.
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Fatigue and Fatigue Design 

Cessnaâ€”"As a result of a recent fatal accident caused by fatigue failure of the front wing spar . . . " The majority of these AD's involved parts which had.
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fatigue 

D'abord et avant tout, on ne doit pas se priver du sommeil dont on a besoin. L'idéal est de dormir au moins huit heures chaque nuit. Si ce n'est pas toujours ...
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Fatigue and Fatigue Design 

list only the make of helicopter and the reason for issu- ance of the AD: Vertolâ€”"Fatigue failure of the lower directional bell- crank assembly". Hillerâ€”"Fatigue ...
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LigoDLB Propeller 5 LigoDLB Propeller 2 

og aÃ°rar krÃ¶fur, sem gerÃ°ar eru Ã tilskipun 1999/5/EC. Italiano [Italian]. Con la presente Wilibox dichiara che questo LigoDLB Propeller 2, LigoDLB Propeller 5, Ã¨ conforme ai requisiti essenziali ed alle altre disposizioni pertinenti stabilite d
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PROPELLER TRACKING 

HINTS FOR HOMEBUILDERS. IT'S IMPORTANT TO CHECK for proper track- ing whenever installing a propeller. A propeller that is not tracking properly will.
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Propeller fatigue.pdf 

Much has been written about detecting metal fatigue through inspection for cracks. This should not give the false impression that the absence of cracks indicates ...
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Propeller Care 

Apr 19, 1993 - the hub failed, releasing a propeller blade. The resultant ... Many assume dry air helps preserve metal. ... A propeller stored with its blades in a.
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HARTZELL PROPELLER INC. SERVICE ... - Precision Propeller Service 

Hartzell Manual 100E, (ATA 61-10-00) Hydro-Selective Propeller Overhaul Manual. .... B. Hydraulic Unit Installation. (1) ... Clean and oil the engine shaft. (2).
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Propeller balancing.pdf 

By Larry Schubert, EAA #40030 Designee #874, as originally published in Wichita, Kansas Chapter 88 newsletter, "THE HOMEBUILDER". Balancing of the ...
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Nomograph for Propeller Design 

of the Playboy which contains the fuselage and tail group - zinc chromated, landing gear, wheels, wing ribs, spars, plans, plus many fittings and other parts.
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The Maloof Controllable Propeller 

By Ralph P. Maloof (EAA 89233). P.O. Box 38. Calabasas, CA 91302. L.LMOST TWO YEARS have passed since I initiated the design of the Model C-3.6 ...
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La fatigue visuelle 

avec la paume des mains sans toucher les paupières, afin de reposer les yeux fatigués9, ... Le mobilier doit être choisi et réglé en fonction des ca- ractéristiques .... à droite, puis loin à gauche, sans bouger la tête, et répéter ce mouvement une .
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Neurobiology of muscle fatigue 

nisms that can produce fatigue involve all elements of the motor system, from a failure of the .... test, but that 10 of 17 male and 4 of 11 female subjects could not ...
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STATIC AND FATIGUE DESIGN 

5.5 FATIGUE STRENGTH ANALYSIS. 5.24 ... modulus of elasticity. Ec ..... solution Construct the Mohr's circle by computing the center and radius: Ec ..... The engineering stress is computed by dividing the applied load by the original ...... Boresi, A
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Fatigue and Fracture 

Fortunately, it is also possible to retrofit or upgrade the fatigue strength of existing ..... these provisions are applied to hanger-type or bolted flange connections where the ..... The LRFD (load and resistance factor design) version of the AASHTO
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Building Basics: Fatigue 

HTP lets you get precise, professional results on any critical aircraft weld. America Inc. EAA03. HTP is your source for Migs, TIGs, Auto-Darkening. Helmets and ...
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Demystifying Propeller Pitch 

way of life. We can take comfort in Oscar ... Turning a bolt into a nut moves it forward a given distance for each full turn. This is its pitch. If you have a 16-pitch bolt, one full turn will advance it 1/16 inch, or 16 full turns will move it 1 ...
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Propeller Dynamic Balance 

(IPS) and location of the mass trim weights. (in degrees) from the engine index mark. The ACES manual provides an excellent guide to dynamically balancing ...
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Choosing A Propeller 

aircraft construction project when the builder is faced with a .... TYPE CERTIFICATE DATA SHEET NO. 3A12 ..... first page of the Cessna 172 data sheets which ...
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The Felix Propeller 

Australia and other ocean front countries. ... ous work, then an hour of rest. .... Jon Krapfl and Oiane Johnson with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service airboat at ...
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The Airpower Propeller 

I never really wanted to build or sell propellers. Looking back over the three years of development and testing that has resulted in the Airpower Propeller,.
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